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About This Game

Other Tanks - an unusual tank arcade game with fun gameplay. Your task - to destroy enemy vehicles, your weapon - a huge
cannon, charged with deadly ammunition! Be careful! Gameplay is deceptive: projectiles are flying slowly, but it only lulls your

attention and interferes with coordination;)
Ready for battle? Then start for the execution of tasks ... and destroy everything around!

Features:

unique gameplay

atmosphere battle

improve technology

a wide variety of opponents
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Title: Other Tanks
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Daniil Hasanov
Publisher:
AYE Technology
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2016
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No indication of how to win a level. This game is pretty fun. Most people have complained of no button to get to main menu,
even though all you have to press is Esc. Some People complain that there is no way to save, even though there is a button to
save on the top right corner. In my opinion, most people who write bad reviews dont know how to play the game and are way
too stubborn to try. The only problem I have with this game is no options menu but, I don't care all too that much about that.. No
indication of how to win a level. This is one of the worst games I ever played on steam. The developers couldn't even take the
time to make the words fit in the boxes!. "Destroy me you behave at the end of which you will not exist."-Other Tanks

10\/10 best port from xbox one X. "Other Tanks" is a game about tanks. Shooting each other. Wow, this game is a piece
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

I got a coupon for 90% off (Making it NZ$0.24 instead of NZ$2.38) and I still put in a request for a refund.

The game has no purpose, the tanks are overpowered, spawn way too frequently, there is pretty much no way to win and the
graphics look like my 8-year old self's drawings.

Did I mention there is pretty much no way to win? You are constantly shooting at tanks, spawning in huge amounts. If every dog
in the world got horny as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and made a litter of 69 puppies, there would still be less puppies then
tanks.

That might be an over-exaggeration but you get my point.

Hey Steam, how's my refund request for NZ$0.24 going?. This game is pretty fun. Most people have complained of no button to
get to main menu, even though all you have to press is Esc. Some People complain that there is no way to save, even though
there is a button to save on the top right corner. In my opinion, most people who write bad reviews dont know how to play the
game and are way too stubborn to try. The only problem I have with this game is no options menu but, I don't care all too that
much about that.. How is this a game that was actually accepted?

Graphics are abysmal, the soundtrack is minimal and grainy, the gameplay is barely functioning. Who actually made this?

0\/nevernotagainno.

If it wasnt for the badges and cards. Its the only thing that nets this junkware.. -Spawn.
-Get pushed by other tanks into a corner.
-manage to escape by glitching out coz you're stuck.
-"You broke tank". Played it only a few times, it was cool I guess
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\u0418\u0433\u0440\u0430 \u0434\u0435\u0442\u0441\u0442\u0432\u0430
\u043a\u043e\u0442\u043e\u0440\u043e\u0433\u043e \u0443 \u043c\u0435\u043d\u044f \u043d\u0435
\u0431\u044b\u043b\u043e. quot;Other Tanks" is a game about tanks. Shooting each other. Wow, this game is a piece
of♥♥♥♥♥♥

I got a coupon for 90% off (Making it NZ$0.24 instead of NZ$2.38) and I still put in a request for a refund.

The game has no purpose, the tanks are overpowered, spawn way too frequently, there is pretty much no way to win and the
graphics look like my 8-year old self's drawings.

Did I mention there is pretty much no way to win? You are constantly shooting at tanks, spawning in huge amounts. If every dog
in the world got horny as ♥♥♥♥ and made a litter of 69 puppies, there would still be less puppies then tanks.

That might be an over-exaggeration but you get my point.

Hey Steam, how's my refund request for NZ$0.24 going?. ive spoken with god. he has forgotten us. Spawn.
-Get pushed by other tanks into a corner.
-manage to escape by glitching out coz you're stuck.
-"You broke tank". \udb40\udc21. Bought for 20 cents because I had a coupon. It's worth about that much.

First level says, "20 Kill Tanks". So I did. I killed 20 tanks.

Then I killed 60.

The level just never ends and I don't know why.

I don't know why.
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